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An Introduction to the Causes of War

2007

explains the causes of war through a sustained combination of theoretical insights and detailed case studies this work through the
examples of world war i world war ii in the pacific the indo pakistani war of 1971 and others uncovers the complex multi level processes by
which disputes between countries evolve into bloody conflicts

World War I in Outline

2012

a concise history of the war divided into five parts representing each year of the war discusses the war on land at sea and in the air while
incorporating the political events of the time

New Wars and New Soldiers

2011

new military technologies the rise of private military companies and the increasing involvement of the military in counterterrorism and
humanitarian operations all pose challenges to traditional ideas about the ethics of war the relevance of current international law
governing armed conflict and just war theory this book brings together experts on military ethics to discuss the changing nature of the
military s role in the contemporary world

The Study of the Great War

2017-11-04

excerpt from the study of the great war a topical outline with copious quotations and reading references i general factors ii militarism and
armaments iii failure of the hague conferences iv special subjects of international con�ict v summary and conclusion about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Public City

2001-07-06

a new look at how the issues of concern in the public sphere were influenced by journalism and political organizing in american cities in the
second half of the 19th century

Hearings, May 12-16, 19-20, 26-28, 1941

1941

the ebook edition of this title is open access thanks to knowledge unlatched funding and freely available to read online drawing on
historical and contemporary case studies this book delves into visual and text based materials to unpack gender based violence s
perpetrated and experienced by both sexes within and beyond the conflict zone

Gender and the Violence(s) of War and Armed Conflict

2020-10-16

this informative and compassionate book challenges the negative picture of refugees and asylum seekers portrayed in the media tina hyder
shows that despite the trauma that young children go through only a small percentage need specialist help for the majority their healing
can be promoted through play particularly in culturallyappropriate and anti discriminatory settings i strongly recommend this book to all
practitioners working in today s early years settings babette brown author of combatting discrimination persona dollsin action and
unlearning discrimination in the early years this book is about the experiences of young refugee children and asylum seekers and their families in
the uk it describes how war and conflict can interrupt the development of young children as relationships and communities are destroyed and
looks at how play can help to restore these children s lost childhoods tina hyder highlights the importance of early years and preschool
provision as a healing and restorative experience for young children and their families she sets work with refugee children into the context of
the united nations convention on the rights of the child and helps readers to see beyond alarmist headlines and stereotypes presented in
newspapers the book provides useful summaries of research on child development theories of play and the impact of conflict on young children
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practical examples of play based activities to help young children a framework for early years practitioners to support refugee children
and their families war conflict and play is essential reading for practitioners in early childhood settings and students on early childhood
courses

Revenue Revision of 1941

1941

sustaining and strengthening local livelihoods is one of the most fundamental challenges faced by post conflict countries by degrading the
natural resources that are essential to livelihoods and by significantly hindering access to those resources conflict can wreak havoc on
the ability of war torn populations to survive and recover this book explores how natural resource management initiatives in more than
twenty countries and territories have supported livelihoods and facilitated post conflict peacebuilding case studies and analyses identify
lessons and opportunities for the more effective design of interventions to support the livelihoods that depend on natural resources from
land to agriculture forestry fisheries and protected areas the book also explores larger questions about how to structure livelihoods
assistance as part of a coherent integrated approach to post conflict redevelopment livelihoods and natural resources in post conflict
peacebuilding is part of a global initiative to identify and analyze lessons in post conflict peacebuilding and natural resource management
the project has generated six books of case studies and analyses with contributions from practitioners policy makers and researchers other
books in this series address high value resources land water assessing and restoring natural resources and governance

EBOOK: War, Conflict and Play

2004-10-16

with today s world torn by violence and conflict richard b miller s study of the ethics of war could not be more timely miller brings
together the opposed traditions of pacifism and just war theory and puts them into a much needed dialogue on the ethics of war beginning
with the duty of nonviolence as a point of convergence between the two rival traditions miller provides an opportunity for pacifists and
just war theorists to refine their views in a dialectical exchange over a set of ethical and social questions from the interface of these two
long standing and seemingly incompatible traditions emerges a surprisingly fruitful discussion over a common set of values problems and
interests the presumption against harm the relation of justice and order the ethics of civil disobedience the problem of self righteousness in
moral discourse about war the ethics of nuclear deterrence and the need for practical reasoning about the morality of war miller pays
critical attention to thinkers such as augustine and thomas aquinas as well as to modern thinkers like h richard niebuhr paul ramsey martin
luther king jr james douglass the berrigans william o brien michael walzer and james childress he demonstrates how pacifism and just war
tenets can be joined around both theoretical and practical issues interpretations of conflict is a work of massive scholarship and careful
reasoning that should interest philosophers theologians and religious ethicists alike it enhances our moral literacy about injury suffering
and killing and offers a compelling dialectical approach to ethics in a pluralistic society richard b miller is assistant professor of religious
studies at indiana university

Livelihoods, Natural Resources, and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding

2015-04-10

nowhere in the world is the demand for peace more prominent and challenging than in africa from state collapse and anarchy in somalia to
protracted wars and rampant corruption in the congo from bloody civil wars and extreme poverty in sierra leone to humanitarian crisis and
authoritarianism in sudan the continent is the focus of growing political and media attention this book presents the first comprehensive
overview of conflict and peace across the continent bringing together a range of leading academics from africa and beyond peace and conflict
in africa is an ideal introduction to key themes of conflict resolution peacebuilding security and development the book s stress on the
importance of indigenous africa approaches to creating peace makes it an innovative and exciting intervention in the field

Interpretations of Conflict

1991-11-15

offering an assessment of the theory and practice of conflict resolution in post cold war conflicts this book addresses a number of
questions it explores the nature of contemporary conflict and the development of conflict resolution

Peace and Conflict in Africa

2009-03-15

this cutting edge book presents the theory and practice of the graph model for conflict resolution gmcr which is used for strategically
investigating disputes in any field to enable informed decision making it clearly explains how gmcr can determine what is the best a particular
decision maker dm can independently achieve in dynamic interaction with others moves and counter moves follow various stability definitions
reflecting human behavior under conflict the book defines a wide range of preference structures to represent a dm s comparisons of states or
scenarios equally preferred more or less preferred unknown degrees of strength of preference and hybrid it vividly describes how gmcr can
ascertain whether a dm can fare even better by cooperating with others in a coalition the book portrays how a conflict can evolve from the
status quo to a desirable resolution and provides a universal design for a decision support system to implement the innovative decision
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technologies using the matrix formulation of gmcr further it illustrates the key ideas using real world conflicts and supplies problems at
the end of each chapter as such this highly instructive book benefits teachers mentors students and practitioners in any area where conflict
arises

Contemporary Conflict Resolution

2011-04-11

war conflict and human rights is an innovative new inter disciplinary textbook combining aspects of law politics and conflict analysis to
examine the relationship between human rights and armed conflict making use of both theoretical and practical approaches this book examines
the tensions and complementarities between protection of human rights and resolution of conflict the competing political demands and the
challenges posed by internal armed conflict explores the scope and effects of human rights violations in contemporary armed conflicts such
as in sierra leone sudan the democratic republic of congo and the former yugoslavia as well as the global war on terror assesses the legal
and institutional accountability mechanisms developed in the wake of armed conflict to punish violations of human rights law and
international humanitarian law such as the ad hoc tribunals for the former yugoslavia and rwanda and the international criminal court
discusses continuing and emergent global trends and challenges in the fields of human rights and conflict analysis this book will be essential
reading for students of war and conflict studies human rights and international humanitarian law and highly recommended for students of
conflict resolution peacebuilding international security and international relations generally chandra sriram is professor of international
law at the university of east london and director of the centre for human rights in conflict olga martin ortega is a research fellow at the
centre for human rights in conflict at the university of east london johanna herman is research fellow at the centre on human rights in
conflict at the university of east london

Conflict Resolution Using the Graph Model: Strategic Interactions in Competition and
Cooperation

2018-05-11

the 2nd edition of encyclopedia of violence peace and conflict provides timely and useful information about antagonism and reconciliation in
all contexts of public and personal life building on the highly regarded 1st edition 1999 and publishing at a time of seemingly inexorably
increasing conflict and violent behaviour the world over the encyclopedia is an essential reference for students and scholars working in the
field of peace and conflict resolution studies and for those seeking to explore alternatives to violence and share visions and strategies for
social justice and social change covering topics as diverse as arms control peace movements child abuse folklore terrorism and political
assassinations the encyclopedia comprehensively addresses an extensive information area in 225 multi disciplinary cross referenced and
authoritatively authored articles in his preface to the 1st edition editor in chief lester kurtz wrote the problem of violence poses such a
monumental challenge at the end of the 20th century that it is surprising we have addressed it so inadequately we have not made much
progress in learning how to cooperate with one another more effectively or how to conduct our conflicts more peacefully instead we have
increased the lethality of our combat through revolutions in weapons technology and military training the encyclopedia of violence peace
and conflict is designed to help us to take stock of our knowledge concerning these crucial phenomena ten years on the need for an
authoritative and cross disciplinary approach to the great issues of violence and peace seems greater than ever more than 200
authoritative multidisciplinary articles in a 3 volume set many brand new articles alongside revised and updated content from the first
edition article outline and glossary of key terms at the beginning of each article entries arranged alphabetically for easy access articles
written by more than 200 eminent contributors from around the world

War, Conflict and Human Rights

2009-07-06

deterrence as a strategic concept evolved during the cold war during that period deterrence strategy was aimed mainly at preventing
aggression against the united states and its close allies by the hostile communist power centers� the union of soviet socialist republics
ussr and its allies communist china and north korea in particular the strategy was devised to prevent aggression involving nuclear attack
by the ussr or china since the end of the cold war the risk of war among the major powers has subsided to the lowest point in modern history
still the changing nature of the threats to american and allied security interests has stimulated a considerable broadening of the deterrence
concept post cold war conflict deterrence examines the meaning of deterrence in this new environment and identifies key elements of a post cold
war deterrence strategy and the critical issues in devising such a strategy it further examines the significance of these findings for the u s
navy and marine corps quantitative and qualitative measures to support judgments about the potential success or failure of deterrence are
identified such measures will bear on the suitability of the naval forces to meet the deterrence objectives the capabilities of u s naval forces
that especially bear on the deterrence objectives also are examined finally the book examines the utility of models games and simulations as
decision aids in improving the naval forces understanding of situations in which deterrence must be used and in improving the potential success
of deterrence actions

Encyclopedia of Violence, Peace, and Conflict

2008-09-05

this book analyses and compares ceasefire agreements as part of peace processes in intrastate armed conflicts research repeatedly
underscores the importance of ceasefire agreements in peace processes but suggests that they can influence such processes in fundamentally
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different ways however despite contradictory expectations remarkably few studies have so far been devoted to systematic and in depth
analysis of ceasefire agreements in contemporary intrastate armed conflicts this book contributes to filling this gap by using a process
oriented conflict dynamics approach to analyse and explain how ceasefire agreements are being influenced by and in turn influences the broader
dynamics of peace processes empirically the book focuses on the armed conflicts in aceh indonesia and sri lanka based on document studies and
57 interviews with key actors it presents comparative insights and in depth knowledge about ceasefire agreements in different contextual
settings the book problematizes the common assumption in the literature that ceasefire agreements create momentum in peace processes and
pave the way to peace and it provides a more nuanced analysis and understanding based on two empirical cases analysed within a
comparative framework in contrast to conventional wisdom it demonstrates how ceasefires on the contrary also can have negative
implications on peace processes this book will be of much interest to students of conflict resolution peace studies intra state conflict
security studies and ir in general

Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence

1997-05-02

the new zealand wars is a powerful revisionist history revealing the enormous tactical and military skill of maori and the inability of the
victorian interpretation of racial conflict to acknowledge those qualities this account of the new zealand wars changed how the country
s history was understood belich undertakes a complete reinterpretation of the crucial episode in new zealand history and the result is a very
different picture from the one previously given in historical works maori in this new view won the northern war and stalemated the british in
the taranaki war of 1860 61 only to be defeated by 18 000 british troops in the waikato war of 1863 64 the secret of effective maori
resistance was an innovative military system the modern pa a trench and bunker fortification of a sophistication not achieved in europe until
1915 according to the author the degree of maori success in all four major wars is still underestimated even to the point where in the case
of one war the wrong side is said to have won here belich sets out to show how historical distortions have arisen over time and revises our
understanding of new zealand history by using fresh evidence and a systematic re analysis of old evidence

Ceasefire Agreements and Peace Processes

2016-11-10

sea tenure in japanese coastal fisheries is a complex subject that is little known in the west it involves time honoured customary procedures
for management and conflict resolution which may have been incorporated into modern legislation the introduction reviews selected aspects
of the general behavioural context within which the administration of japanese fisheries and the resolution of conflicts should be viewed
since the degree of continuity with traditional management practises is an outstanding characteristic chapter 1 describes and provides
examples of the historical antecedents of the present situation present day formal administration is described in chapter 2 systems of
coastal sea tenure reflect an intimate interplay of formal government regulations and informal customary elements the latter are
commonly of greater day to day importance than the former in chapters 3 and 4 this is examined through the problems of conflict management
and resolution proceeding from the personal and small scale level to the impersonal prefectural and national levels

The New Zealand Wars and the Victorian Interpretation of Racial Conflict

2013-10-01

the complex role warfare played in ancient greek and roman civilizations is examined through coverage of key wars and battles important
leaders armies organizations and weapons and other noteworthy aspects of conflict conflict in ancient greece and rome the definitive
political social and military encyclopedia is an outstandingly comprehensive reference work on its subject covering wars battles places
individuals and themes this thoroughly cross referenced three volume set provides essential support to any student or general reader
investigating ancient greek history and conflicts as well as the social and political institutions of the roman republic and empire the set
covers ancient greek history from archaic times to the roman conquest and ancient roman history from early rome to the fall of the western
roman empire in 476 ce it features a general foreword prefaces to both sections on greek history and roman history and maps and
chronologies of events that precede each entry section each section contains alphabetically ordered articles including ones addressing
topics not traditionally considered part of military history such as noncombatants and war and gender followed by cross references to
related articles and suggested further reading also included are glossaries of greek and latin terms topically organized bibliographies and
selected primary documents in translation

Administration and Conflict Management in Japanese Coastal Fisheries

1987

edited by one of the most renowned scholars in the field richard betts conflict after the cold war assembles classic and contemporary
readings on enduring problems of international security offering broad historical and philosophical breadth the carefully chosen and
excerpted selections in this popular reader help students engage key debates over the future of war and the new forms that violent conflict
will take conflict after the cold war encourages closer scrutiny of the political economic social and military factors that drive war and
peace new to the fifth edition original introductions to each of 10 major parts as well as to the book as a whole have been updated by the
author an entirely new section part ix on threat assessment and misjudgment explores fundamental problems in diagnosing danger
understanding strategic choices and measuring costs against benefits in wars over limited stakes 12 new readings have been added or revised
fred c ikl� the dark side of progress g john ikenberry china s choice kenneth n waltz why nuclear proliferation may be good daniel byman drones
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technology serves strategy audrey kurth cronin drones tactics undermine strategy eyre crowe and thomas sanderson the german threat
1907 neville henderson the german threat 1938 vladimir putin the threat to ukraine from the west eliot a cohen the russian threat james c
thomson jr how could vietnam happen an autopsy stephen biddle afghanistan s legacy martin c libicki why cyberdeterrence is different

Conflict in Ancient Greece and Rome [3 volumes]

2016-06-27

examines the different aspects that characterise a war from the centre of gravity to be attacked to the elements constituting military
decision as they are manifested in simple symmetrical wars asymmetrical wars versus a state opponent guerrilla warfare parallel warfare
and next generation warfare

Conflict After the Cold War

2017-03-27

it was louis allen s work on japan which dominated his prodigious output as a scholar researcher and writer and which received greatest
attention internationally this collection of his writings focuses entirely on his principal fields of research viz japan and the pacific war the
post war conflicts in burma malaya and indochina and the immediate post war years in the context of japan security and reconciliation
importantly in addition to the 24 essays brought together here from both known and unknown sources we are pleased to publish for the
first time louis allen s own undated autobiographical paper entitled innocents abroad investigating war crimes in south east asia providing
a unique first hand account of his war time life and activities this volume also includes a complete bibliography of louis allen s writings
covering all disciplines

The Nature of War

2009-10-05

introducing students to the scientific study of peace and war conflict war and peace an introduction to scientific research edited by sara
mclaughlin mitchell and john a vasquez provides an overview of current scholarship in this dynamic area of study focusing on the factors
that shape relationships between countries and that make war or peace more likely this collection of articles by top scholars explores
such key topics as dangerous dyads alliances territorial disputes rivalry arms races democracy peace trade international organizations
territorial peace and nuclear weapons each article is followed by the editors commentary a major contributions section highlights the
article s theoretical advances and relates each study to the broader literature while a methodological notes section carefully walks
students through the techniques used in the analysis methodological topics include research design percentages probabilities odds ratios
statistical significance levels of analysis selection bias logic duration models and game theory models

War, Conflict and Security in Japan and Asia Pacific, 1941-1952

2011-06-24

the world s fastest growing continent demographically africa displays nearly all the features of today s global security challenges armed
conflict terrorism irregular migration organized crime great power competition public discontent and economic turbulence john siko and jonah
victor present their lessons from professional practice and pedagogical approach from the classroom in a concise guidebook that leads
students and professionals through the most important issues dynamics challenges and considerations for analysing and planning responses
to security developments in africa this book provides issue by issue primers on the causes and consequences of africa s security challenges
that include how to anticipate security problems across current political and economic events how to analyse african security
institutions and military capabilities how to understand historical trends across the african continent and appreciate unique variations
among countries how to identify key drivers of future trends how to connect security analysis to policy planning learning is supported
through the following features thematic chapters which are optimized to help the reader quickly connect to the key concepts and analytic
frameworks within the field the most relevant historical case studies enabling students to engage in sophisticated analysis and discussion
connections and contrasts between the situations in north africa and sub saharan africa which are traditionally studied separately special
sections on understanding race and ethnicity and advice on traveling in africa chapter end checklists of key questions to enable practical
engagement with the topics covered

Conflict, War, and Peace

2013-08-16

this is the first comprehensive research study to analyze and explain the influence the prolonged arab israeli conflict has had on israel it
focuses on the manner in which all of the israeli arab wars since 1949 including the intifada and the gulf war have affected state and
society in israel in addition it examines the influences of other more limited israeli military operations these subjects are investigated within a
broad theoretical framework based on a critical analysis of the literature the author suggests an analytic qualitative model for
understanding wars and internal political order and makes significant corrections to paradigms that deal with political order and wars
from the marxist paradigm to the liberal paradigm
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African Security

2020-03-19

violence and war were ubiquitous features of politics long before the emergence of the modern state system since the late 18th century
major revolutions across the world have further challenged the idea of the state as a final arbiter of international order this book
discusses ten major thinkers who have questioned and re shaped how we think about politics violence and relations between states
thucydides augustine machiavelli hobbes locke rousseau clausewitz lenin and mao and schmitt conflict war and revolution have generally
been seen in political thought as problems to be managed by stable domestic political communities in different ways all the paradigmatic
thinkers here acknowledge them instead as inevitable dimensions of human experience manifested through different ways of acting politically
while yet offering radically distinct answers about how they can be handled this book dramatically broadens the canon of political
thought by considering perspectives on the international system that challenge its historical inevitability and triumph drawing on history
theology and law as well as philosophy paul kelly introduces thinkers who challenge fundamentally the ways in which we should think
about the nature and scope of political institutions and agents he illuminates many troubling contemporary conflicts with a critical and
historical perspective this book is primarily intended for second year and upwards undergraduate students in general political theory and
international theory and advanced international relations students each chapter is also downloadable on its own for use in courses
considering only some of the ten theorists covered written in an accessible way conflict war and revolution will also interest advanced
general readers with interests in the historical thought underpinnings of political ideas and today s international politics

Wars, Internal Conflicts, and Political Order

2012-02-01

stress is a universal phenomenon that impacts adversely on most people following on the heels of stress science neuroendocrinology and
stress consequences mental neuropsychological and socioeconomic this third derivative volume will provide a readily accessible and
affordable compendium that explains the phenomenon of stress as it relates physically and mentally to war conflict and disaster the first
section will be dedicated to study of the link between stress and various forms of conflict specific instances of conflict will be discussed
the gulf wars korea hiroshima bombing the holocaust 9 11 northern ireland terrorism in general torture the second section will explore the
stress impact of more general physical disasters such as airline and vehicle accidents earthquakes floods and hurricanes the final section
will focus on the clinical relationship between conflict stress and various mental diseases ptsd suicide disaster syndrome etc as well as the
adverse impact of stress on human physical health in general comprised of about 100 top articles selected from elsevier s encyclopedias of
stress the volume will provide a valuable desk reference that will put relevant articles readily at the fingertips of all scientists who
consider stress chapters offer impressive and unique scope with topics addressing the relationship between stress generated by war conflict
and disaster and various physical mental disorders richly illustrated with over 200 figures dozens in color articles carefully selected by
one of the world s most preeminent stress researchers and contributors represent the most outstanding scholarship in the field with each
chapter providing fully vetted and reliable expert knowledge

Research in Education

1971

the middle east and north africa region has been plagued with civil wars international interventions and increasing militarization making it one
of the most war affected areas in the world today despite numerous mediation processes and initiatives for conflict resolution most have
failed to transform conflicts from war to peace seeking to learn from these past efforts and apply new research fraihat and svensson
present the first comprehensive approach to mediation in the arab world taking on cases from yemen to sudan from qatar to palestine syria
and beyond conflict mediation in the arab world focuses on mediation at three different levels of analysis between countries between
governments and armed actors inside single countries and between different communities in applying this holistic method the editors identify
similarities and differences in the conditions for conflict resolution and management drawing upon the work of experts in the field with a deep
understanding of the increasing complexities and changing dynamics of the region this volume offers a valuable resource for academics policy
makers and practitioners interested in conflict resolution and management in the middle east and north africa

Conflict, War and Revolution

2022-01-04

this book studies war narratives and their role in the political arenas of post conflict societies with a focus on the former yugoslavia
how do politicians in postwar societies talk about the past war how do they discursively represent vulnerable social groups created by
the conflict does the nature of this representation depend on the politicians ideology personal characteristics or their record of combat
service the book answers these questions by pairing natural language processing tools and large corpora of parliamentary debates
collected in three southeast european post conflict societies bosnia herzegovina croatia and serbia using the latest advances in computer
science the book explores patterns in the war discourse of the political elites of these countries and discusses how politicians talk about
war in terms of common narratives and shared frameworks mapping over 20 years of parliamentary debates the book presents a new
perspective on the role of the legacies of war in public space and develops theoretical arguments about reconciliation in post conflict
societies the wars of the 1990s and the breakup of yugoslavia have created three totally different settings for remembering the past
conflicts in these countries despite their common history it is a story of victorious battles croatia past grievances bosnia herzegovina and
denial serbia showing the different flavors of past wars in various national contexts that are symptomatic of many post conflict societies
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in different parts of the world this book will be of much interest to students of war and conflict studies southeastern european politics
discourse analysis and international relations

Stress of War, Conflict and Disaster

2010-11-25

suleiman s book considers national identity in relation to language the way in which language can be manipulated to signal political
cultural or historical difference as a language with a long recorded heritage and one spoken by the majority of those in the middle east in
various dialects arabic is a particularly appropriate vehicle for such an investigation it is also a penetrating device for exploring the
conflicts of the middle east this is a well crafted well organized and eloquent book karin ryding georgetown university

Diplomatic Bluebook

2004

this book illustrates the diversity of current geographies ontologies engagements and epistemologies of peace and conflict it emphasizes how
agencies of peace and conflict occur in geographic settings and how those settings shape processes of peace and conflict the essence of the
book s logic is that war and peace are manifestations of the intertwined construction of geographies and politics indeed peace is never
completely distinct from war each chapter in the book will demonstrate understandings of how the myriad spaces of war and peace are
forged by multiple agencies some possibly contradictory the goals of these agents vary as peace and war are relational place specific
processes the reader will understand the mutual construction of spaces and processes of peace and conflict through engagement with the
concepts of agency the mutual construction of politics and space geographic scales multiple geographies the twin dynamics of empathy
othering and inclusivity partitioning and resistance militarism the book discusses the intertwined nature of peace and conflict including
reference to the environment global climate change borders technology and postcolonialism this book is valuable for instructors teaching a
variety of senior level human geography courses including graduate level classes it will appeal to those working in political geography
historical geography sociology of geographic knowledge feminist geography cultural and economic geography political science and
international relations

Conflict Mediation in the Arab World

2023-10-15

understanding the roots and causes of ethnic animosity analyses of recent events in bosnia kosovo rwanda somalia and the former soviet
union most recent wars have been complex and bloody internal conflicts driven to a significant degree by nationalism and ethnic animosity
since the end of the cold war dozens of wars in bosnia kosovo rwanda somalia the former soviet union and elsewhere have killed or displaced
millions of people understanding and controlling these wars has become one of the most important and frustrating tasks for scholars and
political leaders this revised and expanded edition of nationalism and ethnic conflict contains essays from some of the world s leading
analysts of nationalism ethnic conflict and internal war the essays from the first edition have been updated and supplemented by analyses of
recent conflicts and new research on the resolution of ethnic and civil wars the first part of the book addresses the roots of nationalistic
and ethnic wars focusing in particular on the former yugoslavia the second part assesses options for international action including the use
of force and the deployment of peacekeeping troops the third part examines political challenges that often complicate attempts to prevent
or end internal conflicts including refugee flows and the special difficulties of resolving civil wars

War Narratives in Post-Conflict Societies

2024-02-29

this book brings together a unique blend of researchers civil society and community activists all working on different aspects of conflict
sexual violence on the african continent the contributions included here offer a detailed reading of the social and political climate within
which some patterns of sexual violence unfold and the increased policy and institutional responses shaping post conflict environments the
chapters are organized around three main themes the continuities between conflict sexual violence and post conflict insecurity the troubling
category of victim and its representation in post conflict settings and the international contexts such as international programming aid and
justice interventions that shape how conflict sexual violence is addressed the authors come to the topic from various academic disciplines
anthropology gender studies law and psychology and from different non academic contexts including civil society organizations in affected
regions and policy and activist organizations in the global north collectively the chapters in this volume offer complex and detailed
analysis of some of the debates and dynamics shaping contemporary understandings of conflict sexual violence highlighting in turn new
insights and emerging topics on which further research and advocacy is needed

A War of Words

2004-06-10

this volume by international authors deals with the role of gender dynamics in the development of post conflict societies the authors
describe and analyze diverse aspects of the intertwining of gender and other social and cultural relations from an interdisciplinary
perspective they analyze gendered post conflict dynamics in diverse contexts asking for the consequences these developments have in the
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settings under investigation such as eastern and southeastern europe palestine and afghanistan

Making Geographies of Peace and Conflict

2023-11-17

edited by one of the most renowned scholars in the field richard k betts s conflict after the cold war assembles classic and contemporary
readings on enduring problems of international security offering broad historical and philosophical breadth the carefully chosen and
excerpted selections in this popular reader help students engage in key debates over the future of war and the new forms that violent
conflict will take conflict after the cold war encourages closer scrutiny of the political economic social and military factors that drive
war and peace new to the sixth edition eight new readings covering issues that have grown in salience since the previous edition or that
present new interpretations of answers to old problems including pieces by robert kagan edward o wilson scott d sagan robert jervis and
jason healey jacqueline l hazelton oystein tunsjo and michael beckley updated volume and chapter introductions and a new reading by richard
k betts

Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict, revised edition

2001-09-14

Sexual Violence in Conflict and Post-Conflict Societies

2014-07-17

Gender Dynamics and Post-conflict Reconstruction

2009

Conflict After the Cold War

2021-12-30

Diplomatic Bluebook

2006
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